IronWood Designs

A

t just under ten years old, my
father got me a job working for
an antique refinisher. The mornings started at 6am and when the
furniture was done, I also tended to
a large garden and roadside fruit
and vegetable stand. It was great
experience and began my life-long
love of woodworking, furniture
design, and sailing. Sailing? Yes, at
ten, I had already saved 300 hours
of wages (at $2 per hour) and purchased my first sailboat. A sunfish,
Steven Zawalick,
complete with trailer, with a gaping
Owner
hole in the bottom. I quickly
learned fiberglass repair, gelcoat replacement, and how to
wire a trailer and replace the bearings. I sailed that boat for
over 13 years and could do anything with it except name the
parts. Self-taught sailors have limits! Later in life and several boats later, I took formal lessons and have sailed in the
British Virgin Islands four times and once for a week in
Croatia. I currently own a 1976 balboa. I purchased it for $3k
and spent $26k refurbishing it. During all of this, my woodworking and finishing knowledge grew and eventually I
solved a problem that had plagued me for years. Finish (varnish, in particular) was skinning over or thickening in the
can. It drove me nuts, cost me time and money, and everyone I knew had the same problem. I came up with the idea
for Bloxygen about 25 years ago, borrowing the science from
my nuclear engineering background. Inert gases can be used
to blow the oxygen out of a storage container and the finish
will not skin over. Argon is the best and it’s very heavy so we
went that direction. Now, over 20 years, a patent, and many
trade shows later, we have a loyal following in the woodworking community and it’s growing leaps and bounds in

Bloxygen Finish Preserver
Preserves stains, varnishes,
oil-based paints, chemicals,
resins, and more. Inert Gas
System prevents damage
from oxygen or moisture.

Bloxygen.com
Cruising & Sailing Florida, The Southeast & The Bahamas

the boating community. Bloxygen (for “blocks oxygen”) is
sold in over 600 locations across the USA and on-line at
www.bloxygen.com, Amazon, or Jamestown Distributors
and others. Our product is proudly made in the USA and we
offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee. Each container can be
used about 75 times in quarts so it comes out to about $0.16
per use. It’s been tested and shown to work by paint manufacturers all over the globe.

YANMAR Marine Sales & Service Dealer
CALL FOR DISCOUNTED PACKAGE PRICING
& REDUCED YARD FEES WITH
YANMAR SERVICING OR REPOWERING

28' 4" wide 88-ton MarineTravelift &
125-Ton American Crane for Wider Boats
Do it yourself—or we can—including spray paint
Liveaboards welcome while in yard—call for details

BEST RATES

www.catamaranboatyard.com
305-852-2025 KEY LARGO, FL
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